Programmable intrathecal pumps for the management of chronic pain: recommendations for improved efficiency
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Abstract: The management of chronic pain can be very challenging. Often, physicians employ intrathecal (IT) drug delivery systems as a last resort to relieve intractable pain. The system consists of an implantable pump that stores and delivers medication through a catheter to the IT space. Programmability is achieved by positioning an external devise over the implanted pump to change the mode of drug delivery. The innovations in programmable IT drug delivery systems are expanding more rapidly than ever before. Unfortunately, the rapid expansion is accompanied by a lack of prospective randomized trials examining these new options. In an effort to improve results and reduce side effects, publications by experts or expert consensus panels provide guidance for the community. The purpose of this article is to provide a summary of high interest topics in recent publications.
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Introduction
Analgesia can be administered by many different routes such as oral, intravenous, subcutaneous, transdermal, transmucosal, and intrathecal (IT). Long-term management of chronic non-cancer pain is mainly accomplished with oral analgesics. After many years of continuous oral analgesics, the daily dose can escalate to a point of intolerable side effects or ineffective pain control. Many studies have suggested techniques to restore analgesia such as opioid rotation or opioid holiday. But in 10%–30% of patients treated for chronic pain, they fail to obtain adequate analgesia with oral analgesics. The American Society of Interventional Pain Physicians recommends IT analgesia route “after all other methods have failed including conservative and surgical treatment.” The use of intrathecal drug delivery systems (IDDSs) is most common for patients with spine disorders (post-laminectomy syndrome, compression fractures, spinal stenosis, spondylolisthesis, and spondylothesis) or non-spine-related pain disorders (complex regional pain syndrome, rheumatoid arthritis, connective tissue disorders, and chronic pancreatitis).

IDDSs are highly complex systems. The IDDS is composed of a pump that stores the drug in a refillable reservoir and delivers it to the IT space via a catheter. A replaceable battery powers the drug delivery, and an external device programs drug delivery parameters. Successful clinical implementation requires significant physician training. Training involves surgical training for implantation, training for interrogating and programing pumps, training for maintenance and refilling of pumps, and imparting knowledge of complications that can occur at any time during the use of the IDDS.
Despite the increased complexity, there are many benefits of IT over oral routes. By changing the route to IT, the production of morphine metabolites is greatly reduced. High concentration of metabolites can cause cognitive deficits and impaired attention and memory. An additional benefit is that the IT route delivers morphine in close proximity to the primary site of analgesia: opioid receptors in the spinal cord. Therefore, patients also experience fewer side effects due to the reduced IT opioid dose required for effective analgesia.

Despite widespread use of IDDS for chronic pain, limited high-quality clinical studies exist. Many systematic reviews using variable methods and inclusion criteria have sought to evaluate the evidence for IDDS. Although the conclusions were variable, the one common claim was that a paucity of trials exists. One systematic review concluded that evidence for IDDS was moderate and another concluded that evidence was limited. Guidelines for interventional techniques combined three systematic reviews to show 25% relief in 56.3% of patients and 50% relief in 40.8% of patients. Since the 1980s, the development of IDDS has come a long way including many new dosing regimens and the ability of patients to administer bolus doses themselves. But as past systematic reviews have called for more rigorous studies, the need now is even more crucial in light of the multitude of ways in which IDDS are used. This update will cover new IDDS devices, trialing and surgical techniques with emphasis on surgical site infection (SSI), and a novel infusion program: microdose infusion.

**Types of pumps**

The first commercially available implantable programmable pump was the Medtronic SynchroMed® pump originally released for cancer chemotherapy in 1988. The indications for treatment were expanded to both cancer- and non-cancer-related pain in 1991. To date, the most commonly implanted pump is the Medtronic SynchroMed® II pump, which was released in July 2004. The pump reservoir is called a metal bellows reservoir. Within the metal housing is a bellow that contains the drug and surrounding the bellows is a pressurized gas. The pressurized gas exerts pressure on the bellow, which changes the volume depending on the volume of the drug present. The drug delivery is achieved with a battery-powered peristaltic pump (rollers compress tubing to advance the drug forward). Due to the pressurized gas component, this system because the environmental pressure and temperature changes do not cause as much fluctuations in dosing as with the peristaltic pumps. The MedStream™ pump also has a metal bellow reservoir system. A ceramic actuator that opens the valve when charged and closes the valve when discharged controls the drug delivery. Advantages of the MedStream™
pump are that there are no gears, motors, or rotating parts to wear out.

**Trialing techniques**

A trial is done before implanting the pump to determine the success of IT morphine. Pretrial goals help determine success. These goals depend on the patient’s chronic pain condition and comorbidities. The most common goals are pain relief, functional improvement, reduction of systemic opioid use, and possible mental status change. The definition of successful pain relief is ≥50% reduction inVAS.16

The British Pain Society and Polyanalgesic Consensus Conference (PACC) recommend that a trial should be performed before implant.15,17 The expert consensus guidelines of PACC utilize critical evaluation of existing data and clinical panel discussions to formulate recommendations for physicians. The 2012 PACC was an expanded version of the previous 2007 PACC and not only provided a summary of the pharmacology of IT analgesics but also included additional sections on trialing methods, morbidity and mortality of IT drugs, and catheter granulomas.18

IT morphine trialing techniques are variable. Morphine trials have consisted of either bolus or continuous dose delivered by an epidural or IT route. Some feel that continuous IT trials closely mimic the results of IDDS. There are advantages and disadvantages to each trialing method. The bolus mode of trialing drug delivery is less expensive requiring shorter hospital observation than continuous mode. The continuous mode increases the risk for infection and spinal cord damage. There is no evidence to support that one method is superior to another. The PACC guidelines strongly recommend at least 24-hour inpatient observation for trialing.15

Adjustment to oral and systemic opioids during, or before trialing, is highly variable. According to a PACC survey on IT infusion technique conducted with 15,000 physicians, 40% of them indicated that they significantly reduced and 22% discontinued oral and systemic opioids during continuous IT trial.15 A minority of physicians (15%) discontinued oral and systemic opioids weeks before the trial, and 33% of them made no changes before trialing.15 No single regimen has been shown to be superior to the other.

The typical IT morphine bolus dose was 1 mg.16,18 Others have based the dose on calculated morphine equivalent pretrial dose and gave 1/100 or 1/200 of that dose for the IT bolus trial.20 Continuous morphine doses ranged from 0.025 (microdose infusion, see Infusion section) to 11.28 mg/day.21 Others used 1/300 of the calculated morphine equivalent dose as the continuous trial dose.22 All trials were well tolerated by patients, and no one method has been shown to be better than the other.15,23–25

Many physicians in the Texas area use a single shot bolus trialing method with 50–150 mcg morphine for a microdose or 1 mg for a conventional dose. The patient is observed as an inpatient for 23 hours for side effects such as respiratory depression, urinary retention, pruritus, peripheral edema, nausea, and vomiting. Patients are encouraged to test their functional ability while in the hospital. Before discharge, pain relief, functional improvement, and the impact of side effects are assessed. Typically, patients follow up in 2–3 weeks after discharge to discuss the trial results and to assess potential success of permanent implant IDDS.

**Surgical techniques**

Surgical placement of an IDDS requires advanced training, meticulous planning, and diligence in keeping abreast of current guidelines. Physicians seeking further advanced training can obtain courses through manufacturers or pain conferences. In addition, manufacturers can also provide physician mentors to help physicians develop IDDS practice de novo.

A retrospective study examined the complication rates of 100 patients with IDDS over 12 years. The complications were categorized as surgical, pump, or catheter related, and the frequency was shown to be 10%, 35%, and 65%, respectively. The surgical complication was most commonly SSI, and all infections occurred between 20 days and 80 days after implantation. Pump-related complications included pump repositioning, infection, and battery exhaustion. Catheter-related complications included catheter dislocation, disconnection, leakage, occlusion, and granuloma formation at the catheter tip.26

This section highlights recent opinions and guidelines for surgical techniques emphasizing how to avoid complications.

**Preimplant planning**

The first step of a successful permanent IDDS implant is to plan the location and orientation of the pump, pocket, and incision with the patient. This preimplant appointment allows the patient to understand how to live with an IDDS. Patients should see and hold the pump. It gives them an understanding of size and weight.27 The majority of pumps implanted are either 40 mL or 20 mL Medtronic SynchroMed® II pumps. The main differences between the two pumps are as follows. The 40 mL pump affords longer duration between refills, which would benefit those who...
will require high doses. The diameter of each pump is the same with a 6.5 mm increase in depth for the 40 mL pump. Another consideration is the weight. The 40 mL pump is 30 g heavier when it is full and has a total weight of 215 g (7.6 oz). This weight difference might be a considerable factor for patients who use ultralight weight electronics in their daily lives. Another major consideration is planning of pump placement. A majority of pumps are placed in the lower quadrant of the abdomen, which is an area large enough to accommodate the pump.\textsuperscript{27,28} The pump should not contact the iliac crest, pubis symphysis, or lower costal margins.\textsuperscript{27,28} The clearance of these bony borders should be checked with the patient sitting, standing, and lying supine. As the patient changes position, so does the protrusion of the abdomen, which may cause the pump to contact bone in one but not all patient positions. In addition to these anatomical constraints, the location of the patient’s waistband should be marked in sitting and standing positions. These measurements minimize discomfort and possible pump damage.

In obese patients, the abdominal panniculus might overlay the lower abdominal area, and this might make the pump less accessible during pump refills, and during the delivery of bolus by the patient. In general, the patient might have increased discomfort. An alternative location is the posterior flank. The flank area not only avoids the overlying panniculus but also may have a thinner adipose layer, which will allow more superficial anchoring to fascia. Anchoring to the fascia is recommended rather than midway through the adipose layer, as it is much more secure thereby preventing the pump from flipping.\textsuperscript{28}

The pump refill procedure should be explained to the patient. Additionally, an estimate of time between pump refills gives the patient an understanding of their future schedule of appointments. In order to facilitate pump refilling, the pump should be implanted no greater than 2.5 cm depth.\textsuperscript{28} This implantation depth is also important for being able to do the telemetry and reprogramming.

The advanced planning not only improves patient satisfaction but also promotes an efficient implant surgery. For a review of the entire surgical implant techniques, the author recommends two textbooks: \textit{Neuromodulation} and \textit{Intrathecal Drug Delivery for Pain and Spasticity}.\textsuperscript{27,28} Each book has a chapter on surgical technique that includes a detailed description of the surgical steps.

Postoperative complications related to surgical technique include SSI, catheter-related complications, postdural puncture headache/cerebrospinal fluid leak/hyroma, pocket seroma/hematoma, wound dehiscence, or skin erosion.

The most common complication is SSI ranging from 2.4\% to 7\%.\textsuperscript{29,30} A recent retrospective study examining SSI for 142 implantable pain devices found a positive correlation between surgical time and SSI.\textsuperscript{30} The location of SSI was found to be most frequently in the pump pocket.\textsuperscript{29,30} Studies specifically addressing SSI of implantable pain devices are severely limited, and most guidelines are based on studies in other surgical fields.

Prevention of SSI can be organized into preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative techniques. Preoperative techniques involve optimizing the patient’s risk factors for SSI. The most important causative factor in SSI is the patient. Many patient factors increase the risk of SSI such as glycemic control, skin and nasal flora, smoking, concurrent sites of infections, and immune status.

Poor glycemic control (serum blood glucose >150 mg/dL) has long been shown to be associated with higher rates of SSI in several different types of surgeries. In an updated recommendation for control of SSI, a maximal glucose target of 180 mg/dL was recommended.\textsuperscript{31} A recent study examining SSI in thoracic and lumbar instrumentation surgeries showed that patient with diabetes mellitus (DM) had a 16.7\% chance of SSI and those without DM 3.2\%. Among the patients with DM, the average HgBa\textsubscript{1c} was 7.6\% in those who developed SSI compared to 6.9\% in those who did not. Lowering the HgBa\textsubscript{1c} to <7.0\% before surgery was recommended.\textsuperscript{32}

A thorough physical examination looking for sites of chronic infections is critical. Chronic infections such as periodontal disease, sacral decubitus, and foot ulcerations are often ignored or underreported by patients. Natural skin flora should be reduced before surgery as well as screening for high counts of nasal \textit{Staphylococcus aureus}. A high number of nasal carriers of \textit{S. aureus} are usually asymptomatic and will only be detected by screening. A large multicenter trial showed a reduction from 7.7\% to 3.4\% in SSI with the preoperative treatment of intranasal mupirocin and skin decolonization with chlorhexidine. The reduction was most pronounced in the occurrence of deep SSI. Patients in the decolonization group applied mupirocin ointment 2\% (Bactroban, GlaxoSmithKline plc, London, UK) in both nares twice daily in combination with daily body washes with chlorhexidine gluconate soap, 40 mg/mL (HiBiScrub, Mölnlycke Health Care, Sweden) for 5 days.\textsuperscript{33}

Smoking has long been associated with delayed healing and increased SSI. This is especially true in plastic surgeries and might be similar for SSI of pump pockets but has not been established yet. A study examining SSI rate of smokers and
non-smokers showed rates to be 12% and 2%, respectively. It also showed that if the smokers abstained for 4 weeks before surgery, the rates of SSI were equal to that of non-smokers.44

Intraoperative techniques

Good basic surgical techniques to obtain hemostasis, limiting tissue trauma, avoiding electrocautery at the superficial skin layers, and wound closure without tension are essential to a successful implanted pain device practice. These surgical skills will improve with experience and training.

Good basic antiseptic techniques include meticulous attention to surgical field skin preparation and draping. Skin preparation with chlorhexidine alcohol solutions has been shown to be superior to povidone-iodine solutions.35 The sterile draping should be wide so that the surgeon has acceptable access and will avoid repositioning the drape during the surgical procedure. Lifting the drape during surgery has been shown to increase infection rates by 66%.36 Prophylactic antibiotics should be given intravenously and within 30 minutes of skin incision.37 Normothermia should be maintained during and after surgery, as this time is critical for bacterial fixation, a bacterial transition from contamination to infection. A core temperature of 34.7°C has been shown to increase SSI by 300%.38 Therefore, active warming devices for patients as soon as they enter the operating room are requested. In addition, two other factors have been raised in orthopedic spine surgeries that are applicable to implantable pain surgeries: sterility of the C-arm drape and duration of hardware exposure in the operating room environment.

The C-arm drape is not as sterile as one might think and is another potential source of contamination. A study examining five different locations on 25 full-length C-arm covers found that 96% of the locations were contaminated at the end of the surgery.39 Another study examining the timing of C-arm contamination showed that 50% contamination occurred within 20 minutes from the start of surgery and 80% at 80 minutes. Despite the contamination, no correlation was shown between SSI and C-arm contamination.40 Both studies showed a correlation between the number of lateral positions and the contamination rate. Therefore, it is recommended not to touch the top of the C-arm as this area is most likely contaminated during lateral position and in general to minimize contact with the C-arm drape. Further studies are needed to determine the source of contamination.

Pain physicians mostly focused on the surgical field but should also pay attention to the instrument table and specifically the handling of the pump. The pump is usually removed from the sterile packaging, prepared, and then implanted. A prospective study examining the SSI rate of 105 spine hardware cases found a reduction of SSI rate from 17% to 2% if the hardware was immediately covered with a sterile towel after removing the hardware from sterile packaging.41 Therefore, pain physicians should be mindful of implant exposure time and should keep implants covered as much as possible.

Postoperative techniques

Prevention of SSI continues into the postoperative period. Patient factors such as good glycemic control should continue. Close surveillance for wound infection is best accomplished with patient education on signs of infection and follow up in the clinic within 10 days. Occlusive dressing is not recommended for longer than 24–48 hours because after this time infection rates have been shown to increase.42,43

Infusion programs

Microdose infusions

Recently, a novel method of transitioning to IT morphine was described. Patients were weaned off all oral opioids and maintained on an opioid-free period weeks before initiating IT therapy.21,44 The opioid wean and abstinence periods are thought to improve the success of IT morphine and to reverse tolerance. The second innovation was that the doses were much lower than traditional doses, with the average morphine dose 6 mg/day. Two methods have been published. Grider weaned his patients off oral medication and then maintained patients on a 6-week opioid-free period. The trial consisted of a placement of an IT catheter with an external pump and continuous infusion as an inpatient. The initial infusion was started at 50 µg/day and titrated every 12 hours until sufficient analgesia was achieved, usually in the 50–400 µg/day range. Once efficacy was achieved, the patient was observed for 24–36 hours for side effects. Successful patients received permanent implantation 10–14 days later.21 Hamza et al weaned their patients off half of the oral medication before the IT trial. The remaining oral medications were completely weaned off and patients were maintained in an opioid-free period for 7–10 days before permanent implant.

The IT trial was an inpatient repeat bolus through a temporary IT catheter. Each patient received three IT injections, either 0.25 mg or 0.5 mg morphine or saline, one each day for 3 days. Appropriate responses to the three injections determined a positive trial.44 The results of two studies showed satisfactory pain relief with limited dose escalation and no need for oral opioid supplementation.21,44
Physicians in the Texas area have modified this technique to include a more economical trial. The patients are weaned off of oral medications and maintained in an opioid-free period for 2–6 weeks. The trial is done as an outpatient. The patient receives 50–100 µg of IT morphine bolus either in the clinic or day surgery center and then is allowed to go home. The patients are instructed not to take any oral medication. A successful trial is considered to be a 50% pain reduction without side effects. Permanent implant occurs in 2–3 weeks. We have had no serious adverse effects. Most physicians describe the analgesia as equally effective or better than analgesia with oral medications. The major difference is a reduction of systemic side effects, most notably personality changes.

Although the idea and results sound promising, many are unsure of the theory as the management of IDDS and dose escalation is physician dependent. Others have commented that the success of this method is due to the requirement of an oral medication wean: a process that selects patients with a more productive, proactive mentality. Further studies are needed to determine optimal patient selection, opioid weaning period, and initial dose of IT morphine.

Conclusion
Technological advances, new IDDS manufacturers, patient-controlled devices, and infusion techniques continue to expand the options in IDDS. Unfortunately, the clinical pain field suffers from a lack of randomized controlled trials (RCTs). RCTs are the standard procedure for evidence-based medicine but are expensive and require extensive time commitment and funding. Most pain clinicians are unable to support RCTs. However, most can publish results and techniques by way of retrospective and prospective studies. These contributions are desperately needed.

Expert guidelines, such as PACC, provide a concise summary of clinical studies and expert opinion. This is an excellent source for physicians. The PACC also describes recent innovations, such as microdosing, and raises questions that are unanswered by current studies. Microdosing is a technique that deviates significantly from conventional practices and possibly will change the goals of analgesia, such as tracking personality changes. Continued refinement of guidelines and further studies will further accelerate growth in this field.
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